Daily X-ray flaring represents an enigmatic phenomenon of Sgr A ⋆ -the supermassive black hole at the center of our Galaxy. We report initial results from a systematic X-ray study of this phenomenon, based on extensive Chandra observations obtained from 1999 to 2012, totaling about 4.5 Ms. We detect flares, using a combination of the maximum likelihood and Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, which allow for a direct accounting for the pile-up effect in the modeling of the flare lightcurves and an optimal use of the data, as well as the measurements of flare parameters, including their uncertainties. A total of 82 flares are detected. About one third of them are relatively faint, which were not detected previously. The observation-toobservation variation of the quiescent emission has an average root-mean-square of 6% − 14%, including the Poisson statistical fluctuation of faint flares below our detection limits. We find no significant long-term variation in the quiescent emission and the flare rate over the 14 years. In particular, we see no evidence of changing quiescent emission and flare rate around the pericenter passage of the S2 star around 2002. We show clear evidence of a shortterm clustering for the ACIS-S/HETG 0th-order flares on time scale of 20 − 70 ks. We further conduct detailed simulations to characterize the detection incompleteness and bias, which is critical to a comprehensive follow-up statistical analysis of flare properties. These studies together will help to establish Sgr A ⋆ as a unique laboratory to understand the astrophysics of prevailing low-luminosity black holes in the Universe.
INTRODUCTION
Sagittarius A ⋆ (Sgr A ⋆ ), the supermassive black hole (SMBH) at the center of our own Galaxy, is an ideal and unique example to study the accretion of matter onto a black hole (BH). The proximity of Sgr A ⋆ enables us to have spatially resolved studies which can hardly be achieved for other SMBHs (e.g., Baganoff et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2013) . The pure hot phase of the accretion flow (Yuan & Narayan 2014) makes the relevant physics simple and largely scalable, allowing for an in-depth study with reasonable certainty. Sgr A ⋆ also represents a limiting case of low luminosity SMBHs. The study of Sgr A ⋆ could then be very useful in understanding this entire class of SMBHs.
The X-ray emission provides very useful diagnostics of the gas inflow/outflow around an SMBH, as well as its interplay with the circum-nuclear environment. The X-ray emission from Sgr A ⋆ consists of two components, the extended quiescent emission and hour-scale flares that occur on average a couple of times a day, although the decomposition between the two is still somewhat uncertain (e.g., Baganoff et al. 2001 Baganoff et al. , 2003 Melia & Falcke 2001; Wang et al. 2013 ).
Since the launch of the Chandra X-ray Observatory in 1999, Sgr A ⋆ has been monitored frequently, and dozens of flares have been detected (e.g., Baganoff et al. 2001; Eckart et al. 2004 Eckart et al. , 2006a Marrone et al. 2008; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2008) . In particular, a Chandra X-ray Visionary Project (XVP) was recently carried out for Sgr A ⋆ with a total exposure of 3 Ms (Nowak et al. 2012) . Spectral analyses of the data from the project suggest that the quiescent component can be well explained by the primarily thermal emission from a radiatively inefficient accretion flow together with an outflow of a similar mass rate (Yuan, Quataert & Narayan 2003 Wang et al. 2013) . Using the data, Neilsen et al. (2013, hereafter N13) detect 39 flares. Flares have also been detected in observations made with other X-ray observatories such as XMM-Newton (Porquet et al. 2003; Bélanger et al. 2005; Porquet et al. 2008) , Swift (Degenaar et al. 2013) , and NuS-TAR (Barrière et al. 2014) . The suggested radiation mechanisms of X-ray flares include synchrotron (Yuan, Quataert & Narayan 2003 Dodds-Eden et al. 2009 ), inverse Compton scattering (Markoff et al. 2001; Yuan, Quataert & Narayan 2003; Eckart et al. 2004 Eckart et al. , 2006a Liu, Melia & Petrosian 2006) , and bremsstrahlung (Liu & Melia 2002 ). In addition, flares have been observed in nearinfrared (NIR) observations (Genzel et al. 2003; Dodds-Eden et al. 2009; Trap et al. 2011; Witzel et al. 2012) . The strong polarization c 0000 RAS of the NIR flare emission indicates a synchrotron origin, and hence the generation of non-thermal electrons (Eckart et al. 2006b ).
Two typical dynamical scenarios have been proposed to account for the production of flares. One is the production of hot spots or episodic mass ejections in the accretion flow and/or jets, due to the magnetic reconnection or other magnetohydrodynamical process (e.g., Markoff et al. 2001; Yuan, Quataert & Narayan 2004; Liu, Petrosian & Melia 2004; Yuan et al. 2009; Dodds-Eden et al. 2010) . The other is the tidal disruptions of approaching planetesimals by the SMBH (e.g., Kostić et al. 2009; Zubovas, Nayakshin & Markoff 2012) . In particular, the comparison of the flare statistics with the theoretical expectation of the so-called self-organized criticality (SOC) system (Katz 1986; Bak, Tang & Wiesenfeld 1987) suggests that the spatial dimension responsible for the production of the flares is S = 3, which is similar to that for solar flares and further implies a magnetic reconnection origin of the X-ray flares (Wang et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015) . Nevertheless, the exact physical nature of the Sgr A ⋆ flares, both the radiation mechanism and the power source, remains unclear (Yuan & Narayan 2014) .
In this work, we present a systematic study of the X-ray variabilities of Sgr A ⋆ , based on all relevant Chandra observations taken from 1999 to 2012. The observations after 2012 are not included in the present study due to the strong confusion from the recently appeared bright magnetar SGR J1745-2900, which is only 2.4 ′′ away from Sgr A ⋆ . The data we use were also included in the very recent study by Ponti et al. (2015, hereafter P15) . However, their emphasis, primarily on the rate of relatively bright flares and its connection to the pericenter passage of the G2 object (Gillessen et al. 2013) , is quite different from ours. We here focus on both a systematic detection of the X-ray flares and a good characterization of the detection incompleteness and bias. This approach is very crucial to a statistical study of both flare and quiescent emissions for two main reasons. First, the analysis enables us to have a significant enlargement of the detected sample of the flares. In particular, the 2012 XVP observations of Sgr A ⋆ were taken with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer -Spectroscopy array (ACIS-S) and with the high energy transmission gratings (HETG) inserted. While allowing for both a high spectral resolution view of Sgr A ⋆ and a reduced pileup effect ( § 3.2) on bright flares, the instrument combination substantially decreased the effective collecting area and hence limited the sensitivity of the flare detection. All the observations prior to 2012 used the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer -Imaging array (ACIS-I) without gratings, allowing for detection of flares to lower flare fluences. Second, the 1999-2012 coverage of the ACIS-I and -S/HETG observation combination enables us to explore the long-term evolution of the X-ray emission. The recent study of P15 shows an enhancement of the bright flare rate, but with a drop of the moderate flare rate, several months after the pericenter passage of G2 (Gillessen et al. 2013 ). We extend this study by probing how the emission may be affected by the pericenter passages of the S2 star and G1 cloud in 2001 -2002 (Schödel et al. 2002 Pfuhl et al. 2015) .
Compared with previous works, we also have several technical improvements in the present analysis. We employ the unbinned photon events to maximize the use of information in the data. The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is adopted for the likelihood fitting in order to improve the characterization of the model parameters, especially their errors. For example, the uncertainties in flare durations are so far not given, which prevents a rigorous statistical analysis involving this parameter. We also statistically test the long-term variability and short-term clustering of the flare rate, which were not addressed in previous works.
OBSERVATIONS
Sgr A ⋆ was observed 46 times (with a total exposure of 1.5 Ms) between 1999 and 2011, with the Chandra ACIS-I camera with no grating. During the 2012 XVP campaign, 38 observations were performed using the ACIS-S camera combined with the HETG, reaching a total exposure of 3 Ms. While the ACIS-S/HETG combination yielded high energy resolution data of Sgr A ⋆ for the first time, it reduced the 0th order effective area greatly, compared with the ACIS-I instrument, for example, 150 cm 2 versus 320 cm 2 at 5 keV 1 , and especially at energies < ∼ 4 keV. The basic information of the observations is compiled in Tables 1 and 2 .
The data are reduced with the standard analysis tool CIAO (version 4.5), which includes the exclusion of the time intervals of significant background flaring. We extract the events within 1 ′′ .25 circle region centered on Sgr A ⋆ , consistent with those used in other similar studies (N13, P15), to minimize the effect from the extended quiescent emission and the background (Wang et al. 2013, supplementary materials) . The non-cosmic X-ray event background in such a small region is negligible. We further filter the events within the 2 − 8 keV channel energy range, as done in N13 and P15. For the 2012 ACIS-S/HETG observations, we adopt only the non-dispersed (0th order) events, different from N13 in which both the 0th and ±1st order events were combined. The use of the 0th order data only (ACIS-S/HETG0 hereafter) makes the pileup correction (see below §3.2) more straight-forward and reliable than that of the 0th+1st order data, because the ratio of the non-dispersed to dispersed events depends on their spectra, which could vary from one flare to another and/or within a flare. The flare detection sensitivities of the 0th and 0th+1st events are expected to be comparable 2 .
ANALYSIS

Flare detection methodology
We adopt a maximum likelihood fitting algorithm to detect flares. This algorithm allow us to use primarily the unbinned data to ensure the minimum loss of information, which is especially important for reliable measurements of those flares whose durations are comparable to, or smaller than 300 s, the bin width used in N13. The use of the MCMC method in the fitting (Neal 1993; Gamerman 1997; Mackay 2003) enables us to effectively survey the highdimensional, correlated space of the model parameters and determine their posterior probability distributions (hence the uncertainties in the flare parameters). The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is adopted to generate the Markov chains.
The model used to describe the lightcurve consists of a quiescent 3 emission plus a series of flares. We assume a Gaussian profile as an approximation to the lightcurve of a typical flare. With the limited counting statistics of the data, only a few very bright ones show significant deviations from the profile (e.g., Nowak et al. 2012) . Detailed treatment of the asymmetric profiles, both individually and statistically, will be given in a future publication. The model lightcurve can then be expressed as
where κ is the quiescent count rate, and
is the Gaussian profile with the total counts (A i ), the peak time (t 0i ), and the dispersion (σ i ) of the ith flare, and n is the total number of flares in the lightcurve. The pileup effect, which will be described in § 3.2, is applied directly to the model lightcurve. Then the (logarithmic) likelihood function of the unbinned Cash statistic is (Cash 1979 
where f pi (t) is the pileup affected lightcurve, N is the total observed number of photons, E is the expected number of photons according to Eq. (1), t j is the arrival time of the jth event, and the summation is over all observed events. The likelihood fitting is performed for individual observation separately. The actual search procedure for flares in the lightcurve of an observation is as follows. We first bin the data with 300 s bins 4 , and then start to search for flares from the highest count rate bins. For each bin with the maximum count rate in the observation, we fit the unbinned data with an initial flare centroid at the bin center. The width σ i of a flare is restricted to be larger than 100 s during the search for candidates (N13). This helps reduce false detections (see below). We define the Test Statistic of a flare, TS= C 0 −C, where C 0 (C) is the C-statistic without (with) this flare (Mattox et al. 1996) . If the TS value for one flare is larger than 14, which corresponds to the one-sided 3σ significance for three free parameters 5 , we have a detection. Then we remove the time interval [t 0i − 3σ i , t 0i + 3σ i ], and repeat the above analysis until that no flare has TS value larger than the threshold in the observed lightcurve. Note that this search procedure tends to miss some weak broad flares (e.g., with low peak count rates). However, it also reduces the number of false detections. We employ Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the probability of false detections due to the background fluctuation. Given the false-alarm probability of p = 0.0015, we find that the average number of false detections is about 0.6 (1.2) for the ACIS-I (-S/HETG0) data. The estimated number will be moderately higher if the search width of flare candidates is narrower.
The above flare detection, carried out independently from one observation to another, is not optimal for a few ACIS-I observations with short exposures. For such an observation, the quiescent emission level cannot be tightly constrained, which also limits the sensitivity of the flare detection. However, the quiescent level on average remains very steady over the 12 year period, as is shown in our later analysis ( §4.2). Therefore, we re-analyze the data with the quiescent count rate fixed to the average value of 4.86 (1.86) cts ks −1 for the ACIS-I (ACIS-S/HETG0) observations whose quiescent fluxes deviate from the average ones, which are marked with the "fixed" κ in Tables 1 and 2 . Such a re-analysis leads to the detection of three additional flares for the ACIS-I observations. These flares are removed in the re-calculation of the κ values of the affected observations. There may be significant substructures for some bright flares (Nowak et al. 2012, N13) . We add additional Gaussian profiles to characterize such substructures or subflares. The criterion to detect a subflare is that its TS value is larger than 8 (2σ ) and its 2σ width overlaps with the adjacent's. The detection is iterated until no more subflare is found. Finally we do a global fitting with all the flares and subflares to obtain their parameters as well as the quiescent count rate. The number of subflares of each flare, N sub , is included in Tables 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows an example of a complex lightcurve with multi-flares. The lightcurves of all the detected flares together with the best-fitting results are given in the Appendix.
However, subflares could be due to chance overlapping of a flare with other independent ones. For each flare with detected subflares, we estimate the probability that all its subflares are chance overlapping of independent flares as P = ∏
, where ∆t i is the time difference between two adjacent subflares and ∆t = 44.6 (60.9) ks is the mean separation between two flares (assuming no correlation) averaged over all flares detected in the ACIS-I (ACIS-S/HETG0) data set. The estimated probability is listed in the last columns of Tables 1 and 2. We find that subflares in only about 1/3 of such flares are expected to be due to the chance overlapping with a probability > ∼ 5%. Therefore, most of our detected subflares should represent intrinsic substructures of the flares and may be studied statistically. However, there is a complication that subflares are detected with different threshold compared with individual flares (lower significance but with higher background from overlapping flares). Therefore, the above probability estimate is somehow uncertain. More detailed analysis may be needed when subflares are studied.
The duration of a flare is defined to contain the fitting 95% (2.5% − 97.5%) integrated counts, which includes subflares if present. The uncertainties in the fluences and durations are calculated from the bootstrapping realized samples of the fitting model lightcurve, which accounts for the correlations among the parameters.
Pileup effect
For bright flares, one also needs to consider the so-called pileup effect. If two or more photons arrived at the same detection pixel during a single frame integration time (3.2 s for the Chandra ACIS observations considered here), they would be detected as a single event with a higher energy. This effect is significant only for the non-dispersed (0th order) counts when their incident rate at a pixel is sufficiently high (i.e., Λ in > ∼ Λ th in ∼ 0.02 cts s −1 ). We convert the fitting relation between Λ in and the ACIS output count rate Λ out c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000-000 given in P15 into the following pileup functions:
We apply the corresponding pileup function to the parts of the model lightcurve (Eq.(1)) with Λ in > Λ th in , before it is fitted to the observed one. The total incident and pileup-affected fluences for a flare are obtained from integrating its model lightcurve (after subtracting the quiescent emission) before and after the application of the pileup function. The largest pileup correction of the fluence is about 50% for the ACIS-I flares, and about 35% for the ACIS-S/HETG0 flares detected in this analysis ( Fig. 2; for the flare parameters, please refer to §4.1). In comparison, the largest correction is ∼ 20% in N13 where the ±1st order data (which suffered no pileup effect) are included, which is broadly consistent with ours taking into account the 0th to 1st order count rate ratio. However, the pileup correction in N13 is applied on an average ACIS-S/HETG 0th+1st order count rate, instead of on the (more directly relevant) ACIS-S/HETG 0th order lightcurve of a flare, as we have done in the present work.
Detection incompleteness, bias, and uncertainty
With the limited counting statistics, the detection of weak flares can be incomplete and even biased, making the measurements of parameters very uncertain (e.g., Kenter & Murray 2003; Wang 2004) . Such uncertainties need to be accounted for when studying the intrinsic properties (such as the flare fluence and duration distributions) of the sample. We characterize the detection incompleteness and bias, as well as the uncertainties of the measured parameters with a redistribution matrix
where the subscriptions " det " and " int " denote the detected and intrinsic parameters. We use Monte Carlo simulations to construct the redistribution matrix. Each simulation assumes a quiescent count rate κ and a flare with a fluence F int and a duration τ int , in an observation with a typical exposure of 10 5 s. This flare is randomly inserted in time and assumed to have a Gaussian profile. The arrival time of each photon is randomly generated following the lightcurve Eq. (1). We apply the same flare detection and parameter measurement procedure to the simulated lightcurve as to the real data. If the flare is detected (i.e., with TS≥ 14), then we measure the "detected" parameters F det and τ det . This is repeated for 1000 simulations for each (F int , τ int ).
Due to the statistical fluctuation, a flare may or may not be detectable above our defined threshold. This detection fraction of simulated flares as a function of the intrinsic fluence and duration is shown in Fig. 3 . The left and right panels are for different quiescent rates, which are chosen to mimic those in the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 observations, respectively. This figure shows that if the fluence is lower than a few tens of counts, the fraction could decrease considerably. The fraction also increases with the flare duration, τ int , the increase of which decreases the signal-to-noise ratio. As illustrated by the 90% fraction contour (long-dashed line in the figure), the incompleteness becomes important even for very high fluence flares when τ int > ∼ 10 4 s. This is mainly because such a longduration flare always has a good chance to be truncated by the start or end of an observation.
The redistribution also determines the detection bias and the uncertainties in the parameter measurements. Fig. 4 illustrates how the parameters (red dots) are redistributed around the input ones (black crosses). The scatters are larger if the fluence is lower and/or the duration is longer (e.g., bottom-right corner). The truncation from bottom-left to top-right for input parameters (F int , τ int ) = (20 cts, 5 ks) is caused by realizations falling below the detection threshold (see Fig. 3 ). Conversely, a considerable number of flares which are intrinsically weak could be realized to be above the detected limit. Depending mainly on the steepness of the fluence distribution, the redistribution leads to the so-called Eddington bias: many more flares scattered upwards than downwards (e.g., Wang 2004) . The redistribution probabilities, each normalized to the detection fraction for a particular set of the input parameters, are then calculated on logarithmic grids of τ from 0.2 to 20 ks, and of F from 4 to 1000 cts. The resulting 2-D redistribution matrix will enable us to account for the incompleteness and bias of the detection, , and 50% iso-contours of the detection fraction from top to bottom. The left panel is for an assumed quiescent rate of 4.9 cts ks −1 (similar to ACIS-I data), while the right one for 1.9 cts ks −1 (similar to ACIS-S/HETG0 data). as well as the measurement uncertainties of the parameters, critical for a rigorous statistical study of flare properties to be presented in a forthcoming paper.
Observational gap effect
Large gaps exist between consecutive observations, which need to be accounted for when the rate and waiting time of the flares are analyzed. Some of them were truncated at the start or end of an observation, which affects the detection of such flares (see Fig. 3 ). The gap effect is especially important for the waiting time analysis because a pair of flares with long enough waiting time will not be detected with a shorter exposure. Under the null hypothesis in which flares occur randomly, the distribution of the waiting times should be exponential, dN nogap /d(∆t) ∝ exp(−∆t/∆t). In case that there are observational gaps, this distribution needs to be modified by a detectable rate, which is an exposure-weighted probability
where W i is the exposure of the ith observation, W tot is the sum of all the exposures, H(W i − ∆t) is the Heaviside step function, and the sum is over all observations. The term (W i − ∆t) in the above equation means that an observation can only have an effective exposure of (W i − ∆t) to detect a pair of flares with waiting time ∆t. The cumulative distribution of the waiting time is then
We normalize both the expected and the corresponding detected distributions and then calculate the statistic D (the maximum distance between the two distributions) to conduct the KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) null hypothesis test.
Flux and luminosity conversions
To facilitate the comparison of the flare detections based on the observations taken with the two different instrument setups, we convert the count rates of flares into their intrinsic fluxes. This conversion assumes the best-fit power-law model for the accumulated flare spectra presented in Wang et al. (2013, supplementary materials) , accounting for the foreground absorption and dust scattering, as well as the pileup effect. The modeling was conducted with the spectral analysis package XSPEC (version 12.8.0; Arnaud 1996) . By removing the multiplicative pileup model component from this best-fit model, we obtain the conversion from the pileup-free count rate to the absorbed energy flux in the 2 − 8 keV band as 2.81 (7.22) × 10 −11 ergs cm
for the ACIS-I (-S/HETG0) detected flares. The corresponding count rate to the unabsorbed luminosity conversion is 0.73 (1.88) × 10 36 ergs s −1 /[cts s −1 ], assuming the distance of Sgr A ⋆ to be 8 kpc. The ACIS-I to -S/HETG0 count rate ratio (hence effective area) is about 2.6 for the same incident flux.
RESULTS
In total we detect 33 flares in the ACIS-I observations, and 49 flares in the ACIS-S/HETG0 observations. The fitting parameters of these flares and the quiescent emission count rates of individual observations are included in Tables 1 and 2 .
Flare fluences and durations
Fig . 5 shows the fluence-duration distributions of the detected flares, for the ACIS-I (left) and -S/HETG0 (right) observations, as well as those detected in P15 and N13 for comparison. The fluence (in cts) of a P15 flare is obtained through dividing the reported value (in erg cm −2 ) by the conversion factor 4.2 × 10 −11 (erg cm −2 /cts). In order to have a direct comparison of our sample with that of N13, we multiply the fluences of N13 flares by a factor of ∼ 0.6 to account for the 0th to 0th+1st order event ratio, and then apply the pileup function as presented in P15 (the inverse of Eq. (4)) to the flare profiles to calculate the pileup corrected fluences. We find most of the flares that appear above or just around the 50% incompleteness curve are missed in P15 and N13 (see further discussion in §5).
A correlation between the flare fluences and durations is apparent in Fig. 5 . We characterize this correlation with a linear function log(F/cts) = log(α) + β log(τ/ks).
The fitting parameters and the χ 2 values over the number of degreeof-freedom (dof) are given in Table 3 . We obtain a correlation slope of β ∼ 2.5 − 2.8. The large scatter of the data around this relation indicates an intrinsic dispersion around the function. We estimate this dispersion by quadratically adding an intrinsic error, σ int log(τ) , to the statistical ones. Solving χ 2 /dof ≈ 1, we obtain σ int log(τ) ≈ 0.20 and 0.26 for the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 data sets, respectively. However, we note that these estimates and fittings, obtained without proper accounting for the incompleteness and bias of the flare detection ( §3.3), are for crude characterizations only. More rigorous treatments will be presented in a forthcoming work. Fig. 6 presents the fitting count rates of the quiescent component for all the observations. This component includes the background emission, as well as the truly quiescent emission and contribution from undetected weak flares of Sgr A ⋆ . The difference between the mean ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 rates of the component is consistent with the effective area ratio of the two instrument setups (∼ 2.6; see § 3.5). We estimate the background count rates from nearby regions around Sgr A ⋆ , scaled to our aperture for the flare detection. The rates are about 1.00 cts ks −1 and 0.38 cts ks −1 for the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 observations. Therefore, most of the fitting quiescent component actually comes from Sgr A ⋆ itself or other positionally overlapping sources. About 10% − 15% of this emission could be attributed to undetected weak flares assuming a simple fluence distribution extrapolation from detected ones (Neilsen et al. 2015) . Thus the truly quiescent emission accounts for the largest portion of this quiescent component.
Quiescent emission
We now examine the variation of the quiescent emission from Sgr A ⋆ on various time scales. First we check whether or not there is any significant change which might be attributed to the pericenter passages of the G1 cloud around the time of the year 2001.57 (Pfuhl et al. 2015) and S2 star around 2002.33 (Schödel et al. 2002) . The ±0.5 year intervals about the passages are shown in Fig. 6 . While there was no observation during the interval around the G1 passage, 9 observations were around the S2 passage. No significant variation in the quiescent count rate during this latter interval is found compared with the 12-year average.
We also do not find any significant systematic trend in the quiescent count rate history, for either ACIS-I or -S/HETG0 observations. However, we do find significant rate variation among different observations (judging from the values of the best-fitting χ 2 /dof). The intrinsic root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuation of the quiescent component, added quadratically to the Poisson errors, is estimated to be ∼ 14% (6%) for the ACIS-I (-S/HETG0) data via setting χ 2 /dof ∼ 1. To characterize the intrinsic non-flare variation, we need to account for various statistical fluctuations. The error bars in Fig. 6 only account for the counting statistics of the observed photon events. Additional fluctuations are expected from the limited number statistics of weak flares below our detection threshold in individual observations, which are particularly important in those with short exposures (e.g., the ACIS-I observations with ObsID 6640, 6641, 6642, 6645, 6646, and 7558). Therefore, the above RMSs represent only the upper limit to the true variation of the quiescent rate among the observations. Because the exposures of the ACIS-S/HETG observations are long, the fluctuation due to the number statistics of undetected weak flares is smaller, as shown by the ∼ 6% intrinsic RMS.
Flare rate
The flare rate is another important statistical quantity related to the nature of the flares. The rate is estimated to be about 1.9 ± 0.3 or 1.4 ± 0.2 day −1 for the ACIS-I or -S/HETG0 observations. The intrinsic fluence (defined as fluence divided by area) detection limit of the ACIS-I flares is expected to be about 1.6 times lower than that of the -S/HETG0 ones 6 . According to the fluence distribution N(> F) ∝ F −0.5 (N13), the ACIS-I to -S/HETG0 flare rate ratio is expected to be ∼ 1.3, which is roughly consistent with the above detected rate difference. On the other hand, if taking the lowest intrinsic fluence of the ACIS-S/HETG0 flares as threshold, we find an ACIS-I to -S/HETG0 flare rate ratio of 0.9 ± 0.2. The flare rates between these two data sets are consistent with each other.
To explore the systematic long-term change of the flare rate, we calculate the cumulative number of flares as a function of exposure time, as shown in the top panels of Fig. 7 . The nearly linear increase of the number with time suggests that the flare rate is approximately constant during these observations. The KS tests show that the observations are consistent with the null hypothesis with high probabilities (see the statistic D and P KS values inserted in the upper panels of Fig. 7) .
The bottom panels of Fig. 7 show the (cumulative) waiting Note: Columns from left to right are: observation ID, observing date, starting time and ending time from UT 1998-01-01 00:00:00, exposure, quiescent count rate, flare ID, logarithmic fluence, peak time, logarithmic duration, mean unabsorbed 2 − 8 keV luminosity within the duration, number of subflares, the chance probability of uncorrelated flares overlapping with the main flare, and the references of previous works. Posterior marginalized 1σ errors are included for the fluence and the duration. † Flare truncated by the starting or ending of an observation. ‡ Quiescent emission is fixed at 4.86 cts ks −1 -the mean rate of all the ACIS-I observations. References: (1) Baganoff et al. (2003) ; (2) Baganoff et al. (2001) ; (3) Ponti et al. (2015) ; (4) Eckart et al. (2004) ; (5) Eckart et al. (2006a) ; (6) Eckart et al. (2008) ; (7) Hornstein et al. (2007) ; (8) Marrone et al. (2008) ; (9) (Fig. 3) . (Pfuhl et al. 2015) and S2 star (Schödel et al. 2002) . time distributions of the consecutive flares in individual observations, observed and expected for non-clustering hypothesis (see Eq.
(7) in § 3.4). Deviations from the expectations of the null hypothesis, consistently occurring on time scales of ∼ 40 ks for both the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 flare samples, can be seen in these plots, although only the deviation in the latter sample is significant at the 96% confidence, according to the KS test. The clustering is less significant for the ACIS-I flare sample, apparently due to its smaller size 7 . The presence of this short-term clustering may sug-7 Note that the D values are comparable for the two samples (Fig. 7) .
gest that X-ray flares of Sgr A ⋆ mimic the foreshock or aftershock of earthquakes, which can be described with a piecewisedeterministic Markov process (Davis 1984) .
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
We now compare our results about the flares with those of P15 (for the ACIS-I data) and N13 (for the ACIS-S/HETG0 data). Based on the same ACIS-I observations, 19 flares are jointly detected in our analysis and in P15, which are shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 8 . There are quite a few apparent discrepancies in the flare parameters between these two analyses. In particular, the fluences derived in P15 seem to be systematically lower and the durations are systematically shorter than ours. Such differences may be expected from the different analysis methods and definitions of the flare parameters adopted in the analyses. In P15 the Bayesian block method (Scargle 1998 ) was adopted to detect flares, while the likelihood fitting method is used in our analysis. The flare duration was defined as the first and last of the significant change points characterizing the flaring blocks, which is different from our definition of the 95% emission window. Typically, the Bayesian block method tends to systematically underestimate the count rate and duration of a flare because only detected flaring blocks are counted. For flares with significant substructures (e.g., FlrID I3), however, the Bayesian block method tends to give longer durations than our definition. Compared with P15, we detect 14 more flares and miss 1 flare (bottom-left panel of Fig. 8 ). Most of these flares are weak and just above the detection threshold.
For the ACIS-S/HETG observations, N13 detected 39 flares using the binned 0th+1st order lightcurves and a different likelihood fitting method. Thirty-seven flares are common in their analysis and ours (top-right panel of Fig. 8 ). Here the fluences of N13 flares have been multiplied by a factor of ∼ 0.6 to account for the difference of the data selection. Also the pileup effect on N13 flares has been corrected. The results of the common sample between these two analyses are mostly consistent with each other within the errorbars. Note that a few flares in the N13 sample have durations which are comparable to their adopted bin width (300 s) and are likely very uncertain. Furthermore, the duration of an N13 flare with subflares is defined as the total interval between their lowest and highest 2σ limits, in contrast to our definition as the 95% emission-enclosed time interval. Two N13 flares are not detected, whereas 12 more are detected in our re-analysis of the ACIS-S/HETG0 data. All these flares are faint (see the bottom-right panel of Fig. 8) , sensitive to the difference in the analysis methods.
An alternative method, the Bayesian block algorithm, was tested in N13, which returned a set of 45 flares, whereas P15 detected 37 flares using the 0th order data of the 2012 XVP observations with the same method.
In both analyses of the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 data, we detect a number of new flares with relatively low fluences and long durations. The detection of these flares are justified with the expected sensitivity (the incompleteness curve) of our improved detection method.
We also perform fittings to the fluence-duration correlation for the P15 and N13 flare samples, with only the fluence errors considered, as shown in Table 3 . The correlation slope β is much smaller than the values from the fitting to our samples ( §4.1). This is mostly due to our inclusion of the uncertainties in the duration measurements, which affects the weights of individual flares in the χ 2 fitting. Li et al. (2015) studied the flare statistics through a joint fitting to the count rate distribution and structure function of the XVP lightcurve, and found that β > 1.8 at the 95% confidence level, consistent with our results.
P15 studied the flare rate in the past 15 years with the Chandra and XMM-Newton observations. They found that the flare rate before 2013 did not change significantly, which is consistent with our result. However, the bright flare rate showed evidence for a significant increase by a factor of ∼ 10 starting from August 2014, which happened to be about half year after the G2's pericenter passage (Gillessen et al. 2013) . We can check if a similar enhancement occurred after the S2 star's pericenter passage. The 9 ACIS-I observations were taken in 2002 (with ObsID from 2951 to 3665), covering the period of the passage around 2002.33. In total we find 12 flares in 545.6 ks exposure, which corresponds to a flare rate of ∼ 1.9 day −1 , well consistent with the 12 years' average. The number of bright flares (each with > 120 cts, corresponding to the definition of bright flares for the ACIS-I observations in P15) in the 2002 observations is 2. Compared with the total number of bright flares of 7 in all the ACIS-I observations, no significant anomaly is shown in the bright flare rate, considering the exposure fraction (0.37) of the 2002 observations. The 3σ upper limit of the expected number of bright flares when detecting 2 flares is 10.9, which corresponds to a rate of 1.7 day −1 , about 4 times higher than the average one (7/1.47 Ms −1 ≈ 0.4 day −1 ) in all the ACIS-I observations. A 10 times enhancement of the bright flare rate associated with the S2's pericenter passage, similar to that found in P15 during the G2's passage, can thus be excluded. All these differences demonstrate the importance to enlarge the sample size and dynamic range of X-ray flares, and to carefully address their detection incompleteness and bias, as well as the parameter measurement uncertainties, as are achieved in the present work. As a result, we are now in a good position to provide a significantly improved assessment of the statistical properties of the flaring phenomenon of Sgr A ⋆ .
SUMMARY
In this work we have systematically analyzed the Chandra lightcurves of Sgr A ⋆ from 1999 to 2012, including 46 ACIS-I and 38 ACIS-S/HETG0 observations. Our analysis uses a combination of the unbinned maximum likelihood fitting algorithm and the MCMC method, which enables us to maximize the use of information in the data and to estimate the uncertainties in all flare parameter measurements. This forward-fitting procedure also allows us to account for the pileup effect directly in the lightcurve modeling. This removes a big uncertainty in such a correction when it is applied to a flare without accounting for its shape. We have further carried out simple variability analyses of the detected flare rate and the quiescent emission. Our major results and conclusions are as follows:
• We detect 33 (49) flares in the ACIS-I (-S/HETG0) data. The bulk of these flares overlap with those reported in existing studies (P15 and N13). We give not only improved measurements of the parameters (including the first error estimates for the flare durations), but also a careful characterization of the detection incompleteness and bias. Our detections further reveal a number of faint flares (some of which have unusually long durations), which are missed in the existing studies. This discovery becomes possible due to the improved fitting method which allows for a more complete survey of the flare parameter space.
• Our analysis confirms the correlation of the flare fluence ver-sus the duration, and gives new estimates of the mean relation log F = log(α) + β log(τ), for both ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 flare samples. A direct fitting to the measurements, accounting for the uncertainties in both log F and log τ, gives β ∼ 2.5−2.8 for the two samples, which is significantly larger than that obtained with the N13 and P15 samples, but is consistent with that in Li et al. (2015) . We further estimate an intrinsic dispersion of log(τ) ∼ 0.20 − 0.26 around this relation.
• We do not find any significant long-term variation in the quiescent emission or the flare rate. In particular, no enhanced flare rate or quiescent emission is evident during the pericenter passage of the S2 star in 2002 (Schödel et al. 2002) . The 3σ upper limit to the bright flare rate around S2's pericenter passage is about 4 times of the average rate for the entire ACIS-I flare sample, which rules out a factor of ∼ 10 increase in the bright flare rate similar to that observed after the G2's passage (P15). The intrinsic RMS variation of the quiescent emission among the ACIS-I (-S/HETG0) observations is 14% (6%), part of which is expected from the number fluctuation of weak flares below our detection limits. The mean quiescent emissions and flare rates in the ACIS-I and -S/HETG0 observations are consistent with each other, when their effective area difference is accounted for.
• The flares seem to cluster on the time scale of 20 − 70 ks, particularly significant in the ACIS-S/HETG0 sample. This shortterm clustering, as well as the non-variation of the long-term flare rate, suggests that the production of the flares may be described by a piecewise-deterministic Markov process (similar to that used to characterize earthquakes; Davis 1984) , which deserves further in-depth analysis and modeling.
• The detection incompleteness and the redistribution matrix of the measured parameters are obtained through Monte Carlo simulations, enabling further statistical studies of the flares.
In a subsequent paper, we will present a rigorous statistical analysis of the flares (e.g., their fluence-duration relation), based on the characterization of the detection incompleteness and bias, as well as the error measurements of flare parameters as presented here. We will further examine the profiles (substructures and asymmetry) and phase-resolved spectra of the flares to shed light into their nature. Figure A2 . Lightcurves of the detected flares in the Chandra ACIS-S/HETG0 observations, compared with the best-fitting results.
